FFF Enterprises Announces Return Guarantee For Flu Vaccine
Through Its MyFluVaccine Program
Innovative program removes the risk of excess inventory with up to 100% Return Guarantee.
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MyFluVaccine addressed. The additional benefit of

to eliminate the risks normally associated with flu
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“In these challenging economic times, there is no
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when ordering their flu vaccine.
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offer is the final step in removing the barriers to

With the 2009-2010 flu vaccine ordering season already
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to place their vaccine orders now. Thanks to the new
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FFF Enterprises’ MyFluVaccine works in coordination
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with healthcare providers so that clinics can schedule the

FFF Enterprises, Inc., a privately held corporation,

exact arrival dates of flu vaccines, solving a universal

is the largest and most trusted distributor of plasma

problem within the flu vaccine marketplace: the

products, vaccines and other biopharmaceuticals in

uncertainty surrounding vaccine delivery. Historically,
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healthcare providers could never be certain when
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their flu vaccine orders would arrive, or even if they
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would receive the correct product and quantity. These

Channel Integrity™ ensures that products are 

conditions made it very difficult to plan for flu clinics,
as providers could not be certain their vaccine would
be there when their patients needed it. “We realized

purchased only from the manufacturer and shipped
only to healthcare providers, protecting patients and
manufacturers from counterfeit risks and pricing
irregularities inherent in secondary and gray market
channels. FFF’s proprietary technologies, Verified
Electronic Pedigree™ and Lot-Track™, provide
verification of this secure channel. FFF’s MyFluVaccine
(www.MyFluVaccine.com) has revolutionized the flu
marketplace, offering a dedicated flu vaccine supply,
delivered to customers on the date of their choosing,
and offering certainty in a volatile market segment.
FFF’s ability to move rapidly in a dynamically changing
marketplace allows the creation of new opportunities for
customers through innovative vehicles for distribution.

